ACHIEVING PROJECT EXCELLENCE
WITH DESIGN-BUILD
A Designer’s Recipe for Success
by Joe Tulumello, AIA
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When it comes to validating the effectiveness of design-build
delivery, there are two opposing camps. Proponents believe
that because design-build consolidates design and construction
into a single project, unlike traditional design-bid-build delivery,
you end up with a cost-effective and expeditious project—
the result of a designer-builder partnership that fosters
collaboration and innovation.
Detractors say, that because it eliminates the traditional vetting
and development of design, and can reduce owner involvement,
this method of delivery often leads to an adversarial
relationship resulting in cost overruns, subquality work, and
claims. Opinions can vary greatly, to say the least.
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At Gannett Fleming, we believe design-build can
be a winning proposition for owners and the AEC
industry in general. With the right ingredients,
design-build can be an effective tool for delivering
exceptional work, enabling projects to achieve an
elevated level of design while successfully meeting
all client requirements.
We have seen design-build live up to its name
on projects with varying degrees of complexity
and challenge, from relatively simple wastewater
treatment plants to a set of architecturally distinctive
rail stations. And we have delivered project
excellence across design-build work in a variety of
scales. How have we accomplished this success?
What is our “secret sauce”? Allow me to explain.
Finding the Right Partner
Chemistry between designer and builder is an essential component of an

exceptional design-build project. Teaming with a compatible partner greatly

increases the likelihood of success. Design-build project delivery requires the
builder and the designer to share the same values. Business and professional
objectives should be closely aligned prior to entering into a design-build

agreement. An “us versus them” arrangement (which can, unfortunately, occur
frequently on design-build projects) is an obstacle to project excellence and
must be avoided.
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The core principals the designer and builder should share include:

Chemistry between designer
and builder is an essential
component of an exceptional
design-build project.
Above:
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•

Committing to the delivery of an exceptional product—there must be a

shared desire to deliver exceptional work throughout the entire project,
from the beginning of design to the closeout of construction.

•

Possessing a client-focused mentality—both parties should have the mindset

that “we are in this for the long run with our clients, and so the client’s interest
must be a top priority.”

•

Embracing collaboration based on mutual trust—there is much value in
a transparent working relationship between architects, engineers, and

contractors; a high level of trust allows the best ideas to rise to the top
and advance.
•

Showing up with a passion—at the end of the day, we all want to work

with people who are excited about what they do, and if there is agreement
that what we do improves the lives of people who live and work in our
communities, the end results are always better.

Share the Vision
A successful design-build project starts with a shared vision. The same projectspecific goals and aspirations must be held by the client, designer, and builder
to maintain alignment throughout the entire effort. As an example, I cite the
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recently completed MTA LIRR Enhanced Stations Initiative project. On this designbuild project, LIRR was seeking spatial and visual enhancements at eight of its
rail stations within a compressed twelve-month schedule. The agency wanted

each facility to serve as a distinctive landmark within its community while also

displaying unified LIRR iconography. As visual guidance, LIRR provided renderings
of each station as part of the scoping documents, but the methodology to realize
the concepts was left up to the design-build team.

The design-build team embraced LIRR’s vision for the station enhancements.
We collectively agreed on a guiding set of principles to deliver this project—

and at the very top of the list was achieving project excellence. This was no small
challenge, of course, because there was so much to design, vet, and build in a
short period of time.

To overcome this challenge, we adopted a workshop model to execute the

designs, facilitating a productive, collaborative process among the partners at

the outset. In this setting, the owner, designer, and builder each attended weekly
charettes to vet the designs and agree on major decisions in real time. To be

honest, there was at times a chaotic feel to this nonlinear approach, but because
we had a collective commitment to realizing LIRR’s vision for its enhanced

stations, the approach worked. Everyone on the team was “all-in,” and the result
was award-winning station enhancement design.

A successful design-build
project starts with a
shared vision. The same
project-specific goals and
aspirations must be held
by the client, designer,
and builder to maintain
alignment throughout the
entire effort.
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We collectively agreed on
a guiding set of principles
to deliver this project—
and at the very top of the
list was achieving project
excellence.
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Improve and Enhance
Achieving excellence in design-build delivery sometimes involves seeking

opportunities to elevate design, even post award. This may sound controversial—
there is a school of thought that you should not give clients more than what they
asked for. I disagree, however. I believe that if given the opportunity to elevate
design with minimal impact to cost and schedule, it is incumbent on us to do.

Finding a partner that shares this way of thinking is a prerequisite to elevating
design. As an example, our firm recently completed an MTA operations and

control center project on which the stakeholders embraced the value of elevated
design post award. At the core of this effort was a series of technology upgrades
centered around a new operations and control room for critical transportation
infrastructure. The contract specifications called for a basic finishes, fixtures,
and equipment.

After discussions with our teaming partner, we decided that because this space
was the core of the project, something more than just the basics was needed.

Gannett Fleming and its teaming partner agreed on elevating the standards for
the space, to provide the occupants with a comfortable and visually enhanced
working environment.

We took a state-of-the-art approach, arriving at a design that was driven by user
comfort and wellness. Improvements included high-quality finishes and durable,
ergonomic furniture. Additionally, improved sight lines, user accessibility, and

lighting enhancements were implemented in the design. The result was a visually

appealing and inspiring work environment that thoughtfully accommodated user
needs. The team used design-build to its advantage, delivering elevated design
and project excellence to the client.

In the end, it all comes down to chemistry. When you find the right partner that
shares your values, achieving project excellence using design-build delivery is

well within reach. Of course, not all teaming relationships work well. Sometimes it
takes a while to get this right. When you do find the right partner, cherish it and
build a lasting relationship.
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